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Mastering Your Training Skills ...
Faster
It takes most training designers years to master their craft. They learn by trial and error, by designing and
launching programs that either achieve the results they want, or fail to do so.
There is nothing wrong with learning by trial and error. We all do it, but it does take time. And in the end,
the training programs that do not work just right cost time and money.
Since we have been through that process too here at Tortal Training, we have developed and discovered
strategies that can save you those repeat efforts, as well as time and money. That is why we are offering
you this complimentary eBook. In the pages ahead, you will discover lessons we have learned – lessons
that can help you get your training programs right, sooner.
We invite you to save time and start getting better results and ROI from all your training efforts, starting
today. Just turn the page so we can get started.
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Strategy One: Ask Trainees the Right
Questions Before Training Begins
“I wish they’d told me how to deal with the most common complaint I hear from customers,
but it never came up in training.”
“As soon as we got back onto the selling floor, we saw that we hadn’t really learned any tools
to do our jobs better”
If you have ever gotten comments like those after investing time and money in training, you’ll be pleased
to know that you can avoid them by allowing employees to play a bigger role in planning their own
training.
Here are some simple questions that can dramatically improve both the results of your training and your
ROI.
Question One: “What would you like to learn in training?”
This open-ended question is so simple that some companies forget to ask it. They seem to think they
already know what employees need to learn, so why ask? Our advice is, go ahead and ask. The answers
you get might not all be usable, but there will be some nuggets of high value, critically important topics
that your training needs to cover. The people who are designing your training – whether your in-house
training department or an outside training company – need to pay attention.
Question Two: “What is the biggest challenge that you face on the job?”
This question is not open-ended, but the answers it triggers can be extremely useful as you plan your
training topics and curriculum. If there is a question that your phone reps hear every day but cannot
answer, for example, shouldn’t that be covered in your training?
It’s a powerful question for another reason too, because it can uncover issues that training cannot
completely solve. If your salespeople are losing sales because customers say that it takes too long to
receive their orders or that product quality is not good, those are issues that need to be addressed outside
the training stream.
Question Three: “What specific processes and steps do you perform as you do your job?”
This question, which lets trainees explain all the sub-steps of what they do, can uncover specific tasks and
activities that your training can improve most powerfully. If you own an appliance store and you want to
train your delivery and installation personnel to provide better service to customers, for example, you will
be reminded that there is more to delivering a new stove than simply wheeling it into a customer’s house
and hooking it up. Your delivery people need to find the delivery location, park the delivery truck, unpack
the stove, discard packing materials, navigate delivery through different kinds of residences, answer
customer questions, demonstrate how the appliance operates after it has been installed – and engage in a
number of specific sub-steps.
If you review those steps and discuss them with your future trainees, you will discover that some of them
have the potential to yield greater process improvements than others do. That’s another way of saying that
you can leverage greater value by bringing more focus to your training.
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Strategy Two: Don’t Let Obstacles
Block Your Path to Better Training
Skills, Challenges, and Trends in Instructional Design, a free white paper available from The Association for
Talent Development (ATD), is a must-read for everyone in the training industry. It’s the result of surveys of
1,381 training professionals that was conducted by researchers from ATD, the International Association for
Continuing Education and Training (IACET), and Rothwell & Associates.
Today, we’d like to focus on one aspect of the report’s findings . . .
Challenges that the survey’s respondents are facing in instructional design
According to the study, these are the top six obstacles that are impeding professional trainers’ ability to
develop effective training. Perhaps you are facing them too?
1. Not enough time to develop training. 29% of respondents said they always face this issue; 53%
said they often do
2. Insufficient budget. 21% of respondents said they always face this problem; 37% said they often do
3. Failure to evaluate past training when planning new training. 17% of respondents said they
always face this problem; 49% said they often do
4. Lack of recognition for the value added by instructional designers. 15% of respondents said
they always face this problem; 36% said they often do
5. Difficulty in obtaining approval from IT to use new technologies and methods. 14% of
respondents said they always face this problem; 36% said they often do
6. Security concerns from IT. 13% of respondents said they always face this problem; 23% said they
often do
What We Believe Underlies those Difficulties
When we stop to consider those problems, it becomes clear to us that they result from a few underlying
issues that are common in many organizations. When companies are in a hurry to use training to “fix”
problems that have been recently uncovered, problems #1 and #3 arise. When company leaders see
training as a cost and not a profit-builder, problems #2 and #4 happen. And failure to make IT an integral
part of planning leads to problems #5 and #6.
What can you do if you or your organization is confronting those obstacles? We recommend that you take
a few minutes to read “Why Training Deserves a Seat at the Table in Your Company,” a post we published
on this blog on October 28, 2015.
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Here’s one suggestion from that post:
Talk about Dollars, Income and Profit.
If you tell company leaders that customers will be 15% more satisfied because of your training program,
they will probably miss its value. But if you show that the salespeople who took part in a training program
three months ago each brought in $40,000 more than they did in the previous quarter, that is going to get
attention. So the message is clear. Talk dollars and show exactly how training has affected the bottom line.
That is only one way to get company leaders to buy in and support your training development. If you
would like to explore more solutions, we invite you to contact Tortal Training today.
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Strategy Three: Train to Employees’
Strengths
“Everyone is different and as a result may have something special to bring to the table. Let
them know how their personalities and unique strengths support your organization. Take
advantages of these differences.”
– “Embrace Uniqueness of Your Employees,” by Shep Hyken, Shep Hyken’s Customer Service Blog
Could it be that better training results when you train to individual employees’ strengths, not their
weaknesses? Could it also be that the best training happens when you get different people to act in
different ways – not the same way?
Our friend Shep Hyken, a leading expert in the field of customer service training, thinks so. Shep, who
presented one of our Breakthough Thinking in Training Webinars last summer, has even created a simple
training exercise that allows people to discover and start to use their unique strengths.
We like it and we want to tell you about it. It can save you time and help you achieve better results, faster.
Here’s how he describes his exercise on his blog:
•

Break your training class into small groups of five or six people.

•

Explain that you want each group to assemble a collection of 26 objects – one for each letter of the
alphabet. (Examples: A bottle of aspirin for the letter “A,” a book for the letter “B” and so on.) Invite
trainees to find the objects in their pockets, purses, or briefcases.

•

Declare a winner when the first group finds all 26 objects.

Big Power in a Little Exercise
Shep points out that this exercise, simple though it may be, teaches some important lessons to trainees:
•

First, they discover that working as a team produces better results than working individually.

•

Second, because instructions are “loose,” trainees come up with unique and highly individual
approaches to solving the problem, discover their own strengths, and see that those strengths are
valued.

•

Third, individual trainees discover that their very different backgrounds and strengths enabled their
teams to come up with superior results..

In other words, the exercise helps trainees discover and accept their individual strengths and also conveys
the fact that your organization welcomes and values people as individuals.
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Strategy Four: Combine Coaching
with Training
Here’s a powerful strategy you can start using today.
How are training and coaching different?
•

Training is all about teaching needed skills, knowledge and attitudes to groups of people.

•

Coaching is delivered by one coach or mentor to one employee at a time. Its goal is to help individual
employees grow, perform better, and succeed.

When used alongside training, coaching can develop top performers who can lead your organization to
new levels of success.
Motivational Questions that Coaching Can Answer
Effective coaches help employees discover answers to questions like these:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“What should my very next position be in this company, and what can I do now to prepare for it?”
“What career paths would be good for me to consider and pursue in this company?”
“What specific skills and traits do I need to do my job better and move up in the organization?”
“How can I manage my time better, get more done, and focus on more important activities?”
“Are there specific communication skills, like better listening, that I need to develop?”
“Should I go back to school to add certain skills or credentials?”

Setting Up an Effective Coaching Program
Here are some steps that can help your coaching program succeed:
•

In general, coaches should hold higher management positions than the people they are
coaching.
This incentivizes employees to participate fully, because they sense they are getting advice from people
who understand what it takes to assume high-level roles in your company.

•

Don’t have employees coached by their immediate supervisors.
There are many reasons. One is that you want employees to feel free to explore areas where they need
to improve, and those conversations are more likely to take place when the coach is someone from
another department, division, or even a company office that is located in a different part of the country.

•

Set out specific expectations for what you would like coaching to accomplish.
Tell employees in writing what’s in it for them. They can learn better time-management skills, for
example, identify paths to advancement in your company or enjoy other specific benefits.
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•

Coach your coaches
Instead of assuming that they have what it takes to be good coaches, train them to handle the role
effectively. A training development company like Tortal Training can be your best partner in that
process. We also recommend books like Mentoring 101 by the leadership expert John Maxwell and
The Mentor’s Guide by Lois J. Zachary.

•

Keep HR and coaching separate.
To encourage learners to openly explore areas where they need development, make it clear that
reports on coaching progress will not be filed in their personnel folders in HR or explored in depth
during performance reviews. Your coaching program should be something different that stands apart.

•

Offer coaching to as many employees as you can.
You don’t want certain employees to feel discouraged because they have not been selected for
coaching, while their peers have. Another benefit of coaching large groups of employees is that you
can unexpectedly discover and develop new stars. If you didn’t coach them, you might never recognize
their abilities.

Why Training + Coaching = Great Employee Development
When employees are trained to do their jobs well and also coached to be the best they can be, you’ll be
on your way to creating tomorrow’s stars in your organization.
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Strategy Five: Resolve Conflicts
between Work and Training
This is a powerful lesson that can help you achieve a much higher ROI in all your training programs.
It’s tempting to think that employees will like your training because it gives them a chance to kick back and
get away from their desks. But the fact is, training could be causing conflicts like these for your trainees:
•

“I get 100 emails before lunch every day, some of them critically important . . . what am I supposed to
do, just disappear during training?”

•

“I’m onboarding three new associates this week . . . and I’m expected to go sit in a classroom all day
long?”

•

“I’m hoping to close a big sale next week . . . and my company expects me to go to another state for
training?”

You get the idea. Training can cause conflicts for executives, middle managers, salespeople, front-line
staffers, and just about everyone else. If you don’t address the problem, you’re only causing people to
resent training before it even begins, and to resist it even more after it starts. But there are ways to resolve
the conflict.
Ask Employees to Help Design the Training that Will Work Best for Them
Do your middle managers really want to travel away from their home offices? Do your salespeople want to
leave their territories and sit in meetings without immediate access to incoming phone calls?
There are alternatives. Videoconferencing can let you run a virtual group training class for only an hour a
day, for example. Interactive online training can allow salespeople, customer service people, and other
staffers to fit training in and around their other work. And you can mix and match different delivery systems
to minimize the conflict between learning and work.
Help Trainees Stay on Top of Work During Live Sessions
Have you ever been in training classes where attendees are secretly checking their mobile devices and
hoping nobody will notice? Everybody becomes irritated – the trainer and the trainees too. But there are
some strategies that can prevent the problem:
•

“Decriminalize” the use of mobile devices.
Your trainer can simply tell trainees that they may keep their phones in sight, right where they are
sitting, and that they may keep an eye on emails, texts and incoming calls.
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•

Schedule frequent breaks.
You can tell trainees that there will be a 10-minute communications break at the end of every hour
of training. You can also provide different kinds of communication breaks at different times in your
training; there will be no checking phones during the first 30-minute live morning presentation, for
example, then more frequent breaks through the afternoon. Just be sure to communicate how those
breaks will work, so trainees will know what to expect and can concentrate more completely on training.

•

Let trainees prioritize their communications
If you encourage trainees to set up alerts for their most critical communications, they will engage
more fully in training. If one of your salespeople is expecting an important phone call from a potential
customer, for example, she can encourage that client to send a text instead of calling or emailing. She
can also have a support person in her office send her a text alert as soon as the customer calls. The key
is to anticipate and plan for important communications, not react after they have happened.

Don’t Just Announce Training . . . Plan It
If you have read between the lines of today’s post, you have seen the underlying message that designing
effective training is an interactive process between training designers and trainees. The more you engage
your trainees in planning, the more effective it becomes.
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Strategy Six: The Nuts and Bolts of
Training--Small Things that Add Up
to BIG Training Success
Big concepts are not the only thing you need to create successful training programs. Getting all the small
things right – all the “moving parts” is also essential.
Let’ say you’ve booked a room for your training session. You’ve ordered coffee, tea, water, and a table of
snacks. Of course, you’ve made sure that the projector and sound system will work. So all the bases are
covered, right?
Maybe yes, maybe no. Because the fact is, there are a lot of “moving parts” in any live training session.
Paying attention to even the smallest of them can help assure that your day of training will be effective,
memorable, motivating, and much more.
Pick the Right Seating Arrangement
Here are some configurations to consider:
•

Banquet-style seating, where attendees sit at round tables spread around the training room, works
well for training groups of 30 or more.
Benefit: Attendees will already be in groups and there is no need for people to move around for
breakout activities.
Downside: Half the people at each table need to turn and twist in order to see the presenter. Because
trainees tend to sit with people they already know and like, your trainer might need to mix things up
by assigning tables to trainees by putting table numbers on their nametags, or have trainees change
tables when breaking out into groups.

•

Theatre-style seating, where attendees sit in auditorium-style rows, can accommodate very large
groups of 100, 200 trainees or even more. It works well when your presenter wants to deliver a big or
motivational message.
Benefit: This layout focuses the attention of trainees on what the presenter has to say, by slightly
limiting their ability to interact with each other.
Downside: Be sure to consider the training sessions that will follow a theater-style training session. If
trainees will need to break out into small groups, you might want to move later training sessions in the
day into another room with banquet-style seating, send them in small groups to different rooms, or
make other accommodations.
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•

Seminar-style seating, where trainees sit in a U-shaped formation of chairs with the presenter in
front of them, works well in smaller groups of up to 20 trainees.
Benefit: Focuses the attention of the group on what the trainer has to say and encourages group
discussion.
Downside: If you are planning a full day of training, it is best to plan to move trainees into other
configurations as the day progresses, since sitting seminar-style can get tiring in the long haul.

Offer the Right Food and Snacks
This is especially important when training starts in the early morning. Of course you or your planner will
provide coffee, tea and bottled water, but the selections that you make beyond that can affect your
trainees’ ability to focus and get the most from training.
Opinions differ on what to offer, but the best thinking today holds that it is smartest to steer trainees away
from sugary breakfast items – which can cause energy highs followed by energy crashes – by offering fruits
and (if they are in your budget) healthy breakfast cereals like granola and protein-rich selections like eggs
and breakfast meats.
Consider Circadian Rhythms when Planning Your Training Day
People tend to have high energy levels first thing in the morning, settle down slightly and become
attentive by late morning, then become sleepy after lunch. With a little thought, you can plan accordingly.
One option: Because trainees can tend to “nod off” immediately after lunch, schedule breakout sessions,
interactive training exercises and other energizing activities immediately after lunch instead of lecture
presentations. Steer away from lectures where information is delivered one-way.
If possible, Pick Training Rooms with Natural Light
It’s not always possible. But if you have sat in training sessions in rooms with exterior windows, you know
that training in natural lighting usually works better because people feel more energized and positive.
Tip: Post-lunch training sessions when people are likely to be sleepy can become deadly in dark interior or
basement rooms.
Allow Adequate Breaks to Check Phone Messages and emails
We wrote about this in a recent blog post, but it is worth mentioning again today. If you’re training a group
of new employees, they might not need to check too often for incoming new messages – only about once
an hour for personal messages. But if your trainees are your current executives, managers or salespeople,
allowing more frequent breaks will let them focus more closely on your training.
Tip: Encourage current employees to “triage” incoming messages by having their clients, administrative
support staff and others send them text alerts – which are hard to miss – when an important message
needs immediate attention.
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Strategy Seven: To Design Better
Training, Become an Active Learner
As you have noticed, all of the lessons we have shared in previous chapters have presented strategies that
you can start to use immediately. This chapter is a bit different, in that it is a longer-range process that take
a little time. We have chosen to include it because it can put all your training programs on a steady path to
continuous improvement.
“What have you learned lately?” is an important question to ask your in-house training professionals and
the training consultants you are working with. And one more thing – if you are a training professional, why
not ask yourself?
Learning is critically important. When trainers are life learners, they bring a lot more to training . . .
•

Industry-specific journals of the most important trends in their industries, in the marketplace, in
marketing and more

•

Powerful new ideas about motivation and leadership

•

Insights into the latest training technologies and trends

•

Practical lessons about many companies’ successes and failures across multiple fields and industries

•

Intelligence about what your competitors are doing

Take a Learning Inventory
Whether you are evaluating another trainer’s learning or your own, here are some questions to ask . . .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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What courses or training programs have you completed . . . and what did you learn?
Have you recently heard keynote speeches or other presentations that taught you important new
things?
Have you earned any new certifications or other credentials . . . and what did you learn in the process?
Have you visited companies, countries or other locales where you learned new insights that you can
apply to training?
What conferences have you attended in the last year? What sessions did you go to, and what did you
learn?
Have you read any books, articles, research papers or other publications that taught you something
new and important?
What projects have you managed in the last year, and what did you learn from them?
Have you had any conversations with exceptional people recently? What did you take away from them?
What personal experiences in the last year have affected your ideas about success, learning or other
training-related issues?
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A Culture of Learning Pertains to Trainers, Too
“How to Create a Culture of Learning in Your Organization,” a post that we ran on the Tortal Blog on
September 23, 2015, offered advice on how to encourage learning in your organization. If you missed it,
why not check it out now? No mistake about it – learning can transform your training in powerful ways.
Resources that Can Turn Trainees into Lifetime Learners
“Cultivating Valuable Learning Environments,” an article that Catherine Lombardozzi wrote for TD
Magazine, offers some great advice for creating learning environments where employees are continually
motivated to continue educating themselves. Lombardozzi is director of the Center for Creative Instruction
and Technology at Delaware Technical Community College and author of the book Learning Environments
by Design, published by the Association for Talent Development.
What should you include in a motivational learning environment? Lombardozzi writes that it should contain
“a deliberately curated collection of materials and activities to support the development of a specific
knowledge base or skill.”
Here’s a checklist of resources to include:
•

A library of study and reference materials in a variety of formats, including books, manuals,
podcasts, videos and webpages.

•

Connections to people who support learning, including peers and managers.

•

Ongoing access to formal courses, workshops and learning modules, that address specific
learning objectives.

•

Experimental learning activities, that allow people to learn on their own through what they do on
the job.
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